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Abstract
The picture space and the young child learning about pictures Picture understanding is a complex 
competence (in the individual and in culture) that involves knowing, thus having expectations on things. it 
takes time for the child to learn about the picture sign and also to adults pictorial experiences continue to 
have effect on the conception of pictorial signs. Picture comprehension applies to perceptual, conceptual 
and social capabilities and during several years of development, in becoming sign minded, the child will 
learn to understand pictures. A significant aspect of understanding pictures is of course to differentiate 
the expression from content; that is one of the basic conditions to learn about sign functions. The notion 
of pictorality (Sonesson 1989) puts up specific conditions for the iconic relation between expression and 
content in the picture sign and this should be observed in studies of the development of picture sign in the 
child. Pictorial iconicity actualizes the question on realism or familiarity of real life in pictures and in my 
talk at aiss-ais 2009 i will discuss some implication of this connected to the child’s comprehension of 
pictures, and to my concern, specifically the photographic picture. Mere recognition of depicted objects are 
not necessarily indications of picture understanding but the picture as «a guide for action» indicates early 
pictorial understanding according to deloache (1994, 1995). in her retrieval tests the implication is that 
the child has to understand the iconic relation between the picture and the room depicted to find the hidden 
target. The tests convincingly show that this can not be done by the child before it is about two and a half 
years old. but the role of iconicity in the sign relation is not clear. if the picture is exchanged to an iconic 
scale model the child will not pass the test until it is three years old, but on the other hand if there is no sign 
relation (to the child) between the two spaces (the scale model and the room) the child finds the hidden toy 
already at the age of two and a half (deloache 1997). actually to the child, in the second condition, there 
is only one space which had been changed by «the shrinking machine».
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Months before the first anniversary the child’s perceptual mechanisms allow it to 
pick-up, in Gibson’s sense, invariant features of objects from their pictures. but 
this is not equivalent to say that they understand pictures. learning about pictures 

is a composite process, and for the young child this process will take years. Pictorial meaning 
entails sign function in the child and involves a complex of perceptual and cognitive readiness 
in encountering the world socially, psychologically and physically, i.e. bodily. Recurrently it has 
been pointed out that crucial for picture comprehension is to understand that the picture-thing 
is an object it self and simultaneously functions as a sign-vehicle about something else. This 
has been referred to as «the dual nature» or «the paradox» of pictures, or «dual apprehension» 
and also «dual representation» in pictures (Gibson 1966, 1979; Gregory 1990, Sigel 1978; 
deloache & burns 1994). 

However all signs are at least dual and this causes difficulties in learning about any sign 
relation. The paradox of pictures also falls back on the specific condition for similarity, and 
deviation, in relation to the referent in pictorial signs. The picture-surface showing a dog is not 
the dog it shows but it (sufficiently) looks like a dog (or the visual experience of something 
looking-like-a-dog) and it often «means» a dog. And sometimes it even specifies a specific dog 
at a specific place, and perhaps at a specific occasion or situation.

Pictures are iconic signs but are not any iconic sign, and iconicity (the principal that 
makes a relation by similarity possible) is not enough to explain pictorial meaning. in relation 
to other signs, the picture sign is characterized by its way of taking advantage of visual expe-
riences in ordinary perception. The specific way to which all pictures relies to meaning is by 
sonesson called pictorality (1989). Pictorality concerns the specific conditions for similarity 
in pictorial displays and how this condition in sign function recoils to its use of relations also 
by indexicality and conventions[1]. 

in culture, pictures have been used to sustain communication and visual realism has by 
fare always been the priority. But, keeping on to the definition of the picture sign as based on 
the report between a discernable surface and a recognition of a visual experience in ordinary 
perception then the picture per definition involves, at some degree, apprehension of something 
already visually known.

like all signs the picture sign is linked to the subject to whom it means something, and 
to be communicative it has to be interpersonal. Hence the sign is always a sign to someone and 
to be used in communication it has to be shared with others, or at least rely on the expectation 
on being shared with others. For the child to learn about pictures the child has to differenti-
ate and evaluate the relations constituting the sign. in a sign relation the one is an expression 
for the other and not the reverse without there is a change in signification. It is not sufficient 
to identify a difference between the picture of the dog and the dog. The picture is not a bad 
example of dogs, it is showing something of the dog but far from everything about the dog. 

[1] also tactile or haptic pictures (Kennedy 1993) can be discussed in terms of being surfaces rendering 
meaning in accordance to tactile experiences of the ordinary world.
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DIFFERENTIATING THE PICTURE THING

The paradox of pictures, or the difficulties to understand the paradox of pictures, can be 
illustrated by the observations of manual exploration of pictures in infancy. in such observa-
tions Pierrosakos and deloache (2003) show that at the age of nine months children have a 
tendency to act towards depicted objects as if the pictures were the objects them selves (see 
also Murphy 1978). The children are observed while persistently scratching on, grip at or 
«tasting» the depicted objects. according to Pierrosakos and deloache the child concentrates 
on the areas of the depicted objects, not on the areas of the highest contrasts. The persistent 
scratching, gripping and also of «tasting» on pictures is rapidly reduced for the 15-month-old 
and has almost disappeared among the 19-months old [2]. also notable in the studies (2003) 
referred to above is that the manual explorations are significantly more frequent and persistent 
in interaction with colour photographs than in interaction with black and white photographs, 
and the less with drawings. These comparative observations seems to indicate that the degree 
of (or perhaps the wider range of) iconicity supporting visual realism has an effect on manual 
behaviour on pictures among the youngest children but that this correlation between realism and 
manual exploration seems to be reduced by the age of 1,5 years old [3]. The child has learned 
something about the picture.

is this manual exploration of pictures by young children indicating that the child does 
not differentiate between the three dimensional object and its picture? i would answer yeas 
and no. in the observation test by Pierrosakos and deloache (2003), only the picture condition 
was available for the child. if both the object and its picture are available the child will reach 
for the object (liben 1999, cf. Yonas & Granrud 1985). Thus when both conditions are present 
the child (5-months old) has a preference for the object. it seems reasonably to assume that 
the 3-dimensional object affords more tangibility. The same tendency in preference has been 
shown true also for gaze; the child preferably looks at the object than at its picture if both are 
presented to the child (deloache 1994, beilin & Pearlman 1991). but, and this strengthens 
the indication of differentiations in the child, in habituation tests also 5-months old children 
respond to the difference between picture and object. When habituated to a picture the child 
looks longer at the object and vice versa.[4] it may be that for the child, in this situation, the 
object and its picture are two examples of the same category but one of them seems to be more 
interesting (lenninger 2004).

[2] beilin (1999) refers to Pierroutsakos, s., & Maybry, Y. (1995) When do infants grasp the nature of 
pictures? Poster presented at the March 1995 meeting of the society for Research in child development, saint 
louis, Mo. 

[3] also among older children realism affect picture interaction, this can be the case if for example the 
picture display presents a highly alluring object such as an ice cream (beilin 1991). This can also, i believe, be 
true for adults.

[4] In a semiotic context I find it relevant to point out that the method of habituation test per se presuppose 
and confirm early tendency for expectations in the child. Cf. Claes von Hoffsten (2004) on infant learning of 
contingencies between two events as easily picked-up and just as easily lost. 

piCtorality in early piCture Comprehension
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THE PICTURE BEING ABOUT SOMETHING

by the age of 15 months manual exploration of pictures, as described above, has radically dimin-
ished in children, and is almost gone at the age of 18 months. around the second year children 
change their behaviour with pictures. at this age naming and pointing dominates children’s 
actions with pictures in the prototypical parent-child picture-book interaction (Murphy 1978, 
Ganea et al 2008). according to Murphy the pointing act is a continuation of the gripping and 
scratching observed in the younger children and also she interprets pointing as a precursor to 
literacy. Pointing is then understood as an early tendency towards a differentiation of pictorial 
meaning from what is presented (bus & iJzendoorn 1997).

Preissler and carey (2004) argues that for the child, from the age of about 18 months old, 
the «naming» of a picture belongs to the referent object not the picture-thing. Remembering 
that one criteria for meaning by signs was the asymmetric relation between expression and 
content for the sign user, hence this could be an early indication of such an asymmetric rela-
tion between the picture and its object. Influenced by Baldwin and colleagues tests (1996)[5] 
on referential mapping and word symbols in children at the age of 18 months, Preissler and 
carey have designed a study to show early referential mapping by pictures in children. The 
experimenter anchored a new object by means of its picture with an unknown word to the 
child. For example told the child that «this is a whisk» or a «tug» when showing them a pic-
ture of a former unknown object. after this training phase the child was presented to both the 
picture of the «whisk» and the object shown on the picture. now the child was asked, «can 
you give me the «whisk»? Virtually no child chose only the picture (2,5%), 40,5 % chose only 
the object and 57% chose both picture and object. control tests show that when presented to 
a mis-matching object and the «correct» picture the child chooses the picture, thus a general 
prominence of objects does not explain the result. The authors’ interpretation is that children 
already at 18 months old understand that pictures are «representations of real-world objects» 
(p.208). The test is interesting and i do agree that the test indicates a relation between the 
object and its picture anchored by a word label (i.e. the label was extended to the object) to 
the child but perhaps the authors draw too hasty their conclusion on pictorial «representation». 
in a narrow sense the test convincingly shows that the picture-whisk was not the best example 
of the «whisk» to the child. 

comparative tests on picture understanding in children up to 2,5 years old show that 
with no word-game-anchors the matching between the picture and its object becomes more 
fragile to the child (Callaghan 2000; Harris, Kavanaugh & Downson 1997). Also Robinson, 
Nye & Thomas (1994a; 1994b) has shown that the relation between the picture and the real 
world referent is unclear to children until at least 3-4 years old. 

To sum up it seems reasonable to argue that the young infant 5-9 months old recognizes 
known object on pictures without former cultural learning on pictures and that the degree of 

[5] according to baldwin (1993) word mapping by mere association is not explaining the early word learning 
process in the child. baldwin stresses the social dimension in the development of speech and argues for early 
emergence of intentionality in children. infants appreciate the «aboutness» of social actions and actively consult 
cues that speakers provide. cf. baldwin & Markman 1989.
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visual realism matters. but this is not to say they understand pictures. Their actions towards 
pictures indicate a conflict between what is presented to them and their expectations of the 
objects. at 18 month the child behaves differently in interaction with pictures. at this age 
they increase pointing at pictures and involve pictures in naming games when interacting with 
adults. but still for the three and also four years old child the relation between the picture and 
the «reality» it depicts is insecure (Zaitchik 1990, Robinson, nye & Thomas 1994). When 
prompted with the conventions and social interactions of a naming game the child’s responds 
related to pictorial meaning present more stability than without the naming game context.

ICONICITY IN SIGN RELATION AND SELF

In a serial of retrieval tests DeLoache & Burns (1994) have shown that firstly at the age of 
2,5 years the child can use the picture as a guide to find a hidden target. In tests the child is 
involved in a hiding game where the child should find a hidden toy with means of a picture 
showing where a hidden toy is to be found. If the child finds the target this is argued to be an 
indication of «symbol use» (i.e. sign use) (see also lenninger 2007).

In an alternative setup, using scale models to inform the child where to find the hidden 
target, the child does not pas the test until it is about 3 years old (36 months), half a year later 
than passing the picture condition (pas at 30 months old). Hence the scale model, sharing the 
3-dimensionality with the room, is harder for the child to use as «guide» for solving the same 
type of problem. both the picture and the scale model relate to their referents by iconicity but 
according to deloache it is harder for the child to appreciate the «symbolic function» in the 
scale model since the scale model is more attractive in it self to the child (the salience hypoth-
esis). Thus it is harder to attend to the dual nature of the scale model than the dual nature of 
the picture. When informed only verbally the child finds the target already at the age of 2 years 
(24 months).

deloache have rearranged the design of the scale model condition in two major direc-
tions to make it easier for the children. one direction is by changing the medium, the other 
by changing the child’s belief in the relation between the model and the room. in a variant of 
changing-medium-condition a transparent plastic window was put in front of the scale model 
and restricted manual interaction with the medium. The hypothesis was that by making it less 
salient, restricting tangibility, the dual nature of the scale model would be more apparent to 
the child (deloache 2000). by the barrier of a transparent pane the medium became more pic-
ture-like but the sign relation between the model and the room was principally the same. The 
other change in the scale model test was by a change in relation. in this direction of change the 
belief was changed in the child and it has been presented in two conditions: The «nonsymbolic 
task» (deloache, Miller & Rosengren 1997) and corresponding spaces (deloache 1989) (in a 
strictly sense both could be addressed «nonsymbolic tasks» but only the latter corresponding 
spaces). To the child, in the «nonsymbolic task» there existed only one space, which could be 
changed in size by the «shrinking machine». in this condition the child was shown the hiding 
place in the miniature scale model and then told that the shrinking machine can make the «little 
room» bigger (and smaller), they just had to turn the machine on and leave the «little room». 

piCtorality in early piCture Comprehension
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When returning to the now fully sized room the child (30 months) could find the hidden target. 
The second condition for altering belief is «corresponding spaces». in this condition the child 
encounter two separate spaces but in which none stands for the other (no proper sign rela-
tion). The child is informed and showed that the two spaces are similar but of different size. 
The process of the test is the same as in the original scale model test but the story to the child 
is different. in condition the child is informed that there is another bigger toy at the similar 
pace in the other bigger room. in this setup, it turned out that the children passed the test at 
the average age of 33 months.

it turned out that both directions (changing medium and changing relation) helped the 
children but the most significant change in performance was found when changing the rela-
tion. Most significance was shown in the shrinking machine alternative, in this condition the 
child does not have to relate two different spaces because there is only one room to the child, 
which has been enlarged.

What then does the comparison with the scale model tests show us? What is the role of 
iconicity? several different setups of the same test paradigm indicate that iconicity does matter 
but it is not apparent how. The child’s learning about mediums, or semiotic resources, does not 
seem to remain stable through development and the influence of iconicity is not unambiguous 
in either prompting or obstructing the sign relation in iconic signs. The variables in the scale 
model conditions indicate that a change in the beliefs of the relation (to the child) have more 
impact on the performance than the change in medium (age 30-36 months). it must be noted 
here that in the case of the picture condition (finding a hidden target by means of a picture) there 
was no significant difference in performance with photographic pictures, realistic drawings or 
with more «close-up» perspectives focusing on the hiding places in the pictures. at the age of 
26 months old the children failed but passed after 30 months old irrespectively (deloache & 
burns 1994). as the child learns more about the medium (learning about something as a sign-
vehicle) the influence of iconicity seems to interfere less obstructive. The naming game situation 
shows us that language anchors may help the child to extend new words to new objects also 
when mediated by pictures. but when the medium is not differentiated, as is the case with the 
scale model in retrieval test iconicity can distract the child. This is also the case with manual 
manipulation in children inter acting with pictures at the age of 9 months.
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